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Abstract

diction, since it is well known that no real-time guarantees
can be provided using intrinsically asynchronous platforms
or environments. What happens in practice is that many
of these applications are simply best-effort applications, or
they are designed artiÞcially assuming a synchronous system model. In the latter, the apparent guaranteed (synchronous) behavior is only achievable until the Þrst occurrence of a timing failure.
Any systematic approach to the problem of implementing timeliness requirements in environments with unpredictable behavior has to take into account the effects of
timing failures on the correctness of applications. However, this is not what happens with most of the known
system models. For instance, in asynchronous, or timefree [16] systems, there is not even a notion of time and
in synchronous systems the fault model includes crash and
omission failures, but no timing failures. The timed asynchronous system model [11] allows the deÞnition of timed
services and “knows” that timing or performance failures
can occur. But its basic asynchronous nature does not allow
timing failures to be detected within known time bounds.
So their effects can only be partially handled.
The lack of a generic model able to deal with the partial synchrony problem in a systematic way was one of the
reasons that motivated our work around the deÞnition of a
new model, which we called the Timely Computing Base
(TCB) model [23]. It assumes that systems, however asynchronous they may be, and whatever their scale, can rely
on services provided by a special module, the TCB, which
is timely, that is, synchronous. Under the TCB framework
we deÞne different classes of applications according to the
properties that they enjoy, and we explain how to handle the
effects of timing failures, with the help of TCB services, for
each of these application classes (or combinations thereof).
In this paper we concentrate on the particular effect
of decreased coverage resulting from timing failures, and
show that there is a class of QoS adaptive applications, to
which we refer as time-elastic applications, that may beneÞt from the TCB to avoid the decreased coverage problem.
An important aspect of our work is that adaptation to environment changes relies on rigorous observations and mathe-

In open and heterogeneous environments, where an unpredictable number of applications compete for a limited
amount of resources, executions can be affected by also unpredictable delays, which may not even be bounded. Since
many of these applications have timeliness requirements,
they can only be implemented if they are able to adapt to
the existing conditions. Adaptation can be done by several
ways, taking into account many different factors, but an obvious factor of success is knowing what they have to adapt
to. In this paper we present a novel approach, called Dependable QoS adaptation, which can only be achieved if the
environment is accurately and reliably observed.
Dependable QoS adaptation is based on the Timely
Computing Base (TCB) model. The TCB model is a partial synchrony model that adequately characterizes environments of uncertain synchrony and allows, at the same time,
the speciÞcation and veriÞcation of timeliness requirements.
We introduce the coverage stability property and show that
adaptive applications can use the TCB to dependably adapt
and enjoy this property. We describe the characteristics and
the interface of a QoS coverage service and discuss its implementation details.

1 Introduction
An increasing number of applications with timeliness or
real-time requirements is being used in open, unpredictable
or unreliable environments, like the internet. This is the
case of multimedia applications, e-commerce or transaction
based applications and applications for remote process control. For a systems’ architect this may appear to be a contra Faculdade de Ciências da Universidade de Lisboa.
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matical analysis, which allows to dependably adapt the QoS
(expressed as timing variables) to maintain the coverage of
timeliness assumptions. We describe the QoS coverage service as an entity that can indeed be used by applications to
dependably adapt.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents a brief overview of related work. Then, in section
3 we brießy present the key aspects of the TCB model. The
problem of dependable adaptation is discussed in section 4,
focusing on the role of the TCB in the global system architecture. Section 5 presents the QoS coverage service and in
section 6 we discuss a few implementation issues. Finally,
in section 7 we present our conclusions.

2 Related Work
The provision of quality of service (QoS) guarantees in
open environments, such as the internet, is currently an active Þeld of research. In fact, although there is a lot of
work dealing with the problem of QoS provision in environments where resources are known and can be controlled [25, 21, 27, 17], no systematic solution has been proposed for environments where there is no knowledge about
the amount of available resources. As we know, the Timely
Computing Base (TCB) model is the only system model that
characterizes these kind of unpredictable environments in a
generic way, and is thus adequate to derive solutions for applications with QoS needs.
Most of the works that deal with QoS provision assume
that resource reservation is possible. They address several facets of the problem and propose very diverse solutions. For instance, they propose to use beneÞt functions
speciÞed by the application as a way to optimize resource
management [10], they describe middleware architectures
to deal with heterogeneous environments [21], they propose
control-based solutions [18] or they use resource brokers
to manage system resources [27]. A comprehensive survey
about end-to-end QoS architectures can be found in [4]. The
IntServ [6] and DiffServ [5] architectures were proposed to
speciÞcally address the problem of handling QoS requirements and differentiated service guarantees in the Internet.
Detailed discussions about multimedia applications over the
Internet can be found in [14] and [26].
Unlike the majority of the work dealing with QoS provision, we are concerned with environments where resource
reservation and QoS enforcement may not be possible. Obviously, not all applications can be implemented on these
environments. They need to be adaptive or more particularly time-elastic, that is, they must be able to adapt their
timing expectations to the actual conditions of the environment, possibly sacriÞcing the quality of other (non timerelated) parameters. The success of an adaptive system has
to do essentially with two factors: 1) the monitoring framework, which dictates the accuracy of the observations that

drive adaptation and 2) the adaptation framework, which
determines how the adaptation will be realized.
Monitoring of local resources and processes is widely
used [19, 17], but it does not provide a global view of the
environment. Some works propose adaptation based on
network monitoring and on information exchange among
hosts (using speciÞc protocols like RTP [7] or estimating
delays [8]) but they do not reason in terms of the conÞdence
about the observations, which is essential for dependable
adaptation. In contrast, we focus on providing a global view
of the environment (consistent to all participating entities)
and on ensuring the correctness of that view.
Relatively to adaptation strategies, we mention the work
in [1], that proposes adaptation among a Þxed number of
accepted QoS levels, and the work in [18], that uses control theory to enhance adaptation decisions and fuzzy logic
to map adaptation values into application-speciÞc control
actions. However, since they have no dependability concerns relative to the adaptation, neither they reason in terms
of a generic model of partial synchrony for the distributed
system, we believe our work can complement them. These
dependability concerns appear on the AQuA architecture,
which provides adaptation mechanisms to respond to system faults and to maintain certain (dependability related)
QoS levels [12]. But our dependability concerns are related
with the adaptation mechanism itself, and not particularly
with application dependability requirements.
The study of partial synchrony models has been the subject of some previous work, which have also addressed
the problem of QoS adaptation. Cristian and Fetzer have
proposed a methodology based on the timed-asynchronous
model [11] to design adaptive real-time applications [15].
The quasi-synchronous model [22], developed by one of the
present authors, has provided the framework to address the
problem of achieving group communication in the presence
of timing failures [3]. These works were in general precursors of the TCB model [24], which provides a more generic
framework to address asymmetries (both in space and time)
of the system synchrony and is therefore adequate to handle
a vast range of problems.

3 Timely Computing
The Timely Computing Base model provides the framework for the work presented in this paper. However, due to
space limitations, this paper just introduces the services and
interface provided by a TCB module. All detailed explanations about these and other issues concerning the TCB can
be found in other documents, namely in [23] and [24].
A system with a Timely Computing Base is divided into
two well-deÞned parts: a payload and a control part. The
generic or payload part preÞgures what is normally ’the system’ in homogeneous architectures. It exists over a payload
network and is where applications run and communicate. In

particular, all middleware services dedicated to QoS provisioning, monitoring or management are constructed in the
payload part of the system. The control part is made of local TCB modules, interconnected by some form of medium,
the control network. The payload part can have any degree
of synchronism, and the control part (the TCB) is assumed
to be a synchronous component. A discussion about TCB
implementation issues can be found in [9].
A TCB can be turned into an oracle providing timerelated services to applications or middleware components.
To accomplish this, a set of minimal services has to be deÞned, as well as a payload-to-TCB interface.
In order to keep the TCB simple, the services deÞned
are only those essential to satisfy a wide range of applications with timeliness requirements. Therefore, the TCB
provides a Duration Measurement service with the ability
to measure distributed durations with bounded accuracy; a
Timing Failure Detection service able to completely and
accurately detect timing failures; and a Timely Execution
service with the ability to execute well-deÞned functions in
bounded time.
Beside deÞning essential services to be provided by the
TCB, it is very important to provide a programming interface to allow potentially asynchronous applications to dialogue with a synchronous component. One of the most important problems is that the latency of service invocation, as
well as the latency of service replies, may not be bounded.
So it is not possible to relate (in a time line) events occurring in one side with events occurring in the other. The interface summarized in Table 1 (with a slightly more versatile waitInfo() function than the one presented in [24])
makes a bridge between a synchronous environment and a
potentially asynchronous one. A description of the several
functions and some examples of how to use them are presented in [24].

4 Dependable QoS Adaptation
Given the TCB model with its services and interfaces,
which we consider the essential ones to address timeliness
issues in unpredictable environments, this section analyzes
the implications of using this model to construct QoS architectures.
Quality of Service can have different meanings that depend essentially on the application. This is why the definition of a completely generic model for specifying QoS
needs is perhaps an impossible task: it is usually necessary
to use mapping mechanisms to translate user level QoS requirements into system level ones. In the present work we
assume that it is possible to deÞne mapping mechanisms, so
that QoS requirements of different applications can be speciÞed in terms of timing variables, which are the variables of
interest in the TCB model.

Duration Measurement

timestamp  getTimestamp ()
id  startMeasurement (start ts)
end ts,duration  stopMeasurement (id)

Timely Execution

end ts  exec (start ts, wait, exec dur, f)

Timing Failure Detection

id  startLocal (start ts, spec, handler)
end ts,duration,faulty  endLocal(id)
id  send (send ts, spec, handler)
id,deliv ts  receive ()
id,dur½ ,faulty½    durÒ ,faultyÒ  waitInfo()

Table 1. Summary of the API.
The TCB model provides a generic framework to deal
with synchronism problems and to provide certain safety
and liveness properties in the time domain to applications.
In this sense, there is a potential for this model to be used
as a base model for the development of some application
classes. Adaptable applications with QoS requirements is
one of those classes.
Typically, QoS adaptable applications are realized on top
of a QoS framework. This framework is deÞned by a compound of QoS mechanisms which altogether characterize its
ability to deal with application QoS requirements. There are
three basic categories of QoS mechanisms: QoS provision,
QoS control and QoS management mechanisms. If we want
to use the TCB as a basic model to serve the design of some
end-to-end QoS architecture, we must investigate the beneÞts that it might bring for the implementation of these QoS
mechanisms. In particular, and since the TCB model provides a set of services to applications, we must Þnd answers
for the following quastions: Which QoS mechanisms can be
improved by using TCB services? How can TCB services be
used to improve QoS mechanisms? The rest of the section
will essentially focus on the discussion of these questions.

4.1 QoS Mechanisms under the TCB Framework
Before all, recall that the TCB does not restrict the properties of the payload part of the system, which allows for
any QoS architecture to be implemented in a TCB based
system. In fact, we stress that a TCB is just a small component that, mostly because of its small size and simplicity, can be constructed with more synchronous properties
(or can be more dependably synchronous) than the rest of
the system. Therefore, simply imagine that a TCB can be
plugged into any existing system and be used as an oracle
that provides a few basic services. The question is whether
these services can be used to improve the existing QoS
mechanisms. Let us Þrst take a look on these mechanisms,
closely following the systematization presented in [4])

The Þrst category of QoS mechanisms, QoS provision,
allows applications to use low level services, such as communication services, and to specify desired levels of QoS.
QoS provision includes the following: a) QoS mapping –
to translate application level notation to system level speciÞcations; b) Admission testing – to verify that there exist enough available resources to admit the requested QoS
level; c) End-to-end reservation – to reserve resources and
prevent resource outage during execution.
The second category consists of QoS control mechanisms, which serve to regulate and control the way in which
resources are used and shared by the several ßows (trafÞc
or execution ßows) during run-time. They include several
mechanisms, namely a) Flow shapping – to regulate usage
according to some formal representation (for instance, a
statistical one); b) Flow scheduling – to manage the several ßows in an integrated way; c) Flow policing – to verify that the contract is being adhered to by applications;
d) Flow control – to guarantee resource availability, either
using open loop schemes (with advanced resource reservation) or closed loop schemes (with ßow adaptation based
on feed-back information); e) Flow synchronization – to account for precise interactions (e.g. multimedia interactions)
of different ßows.
Finally, the QoS management category includes the following mechanisms: a) QoS monitoring – to observe QoS
levels achieved by lower layers; b) QoS maintenance – to
perform Þne adaptation of resource usage to maintain QoS
levels; c) QoS degradation – to deliver QoS indication to
applications when QoS cannot be sustained; d) QoS availability – to allow applications to specify bounds for QoS
parameters; e) QoS scalability – which comprises QoS Þltering, to allow the manipulation of (trafÞc) ßows, and QoS
adaptation, to scale ßows at the end system in order to respond to ßuctuations in end-to-end QoS.
Now we must recall that TCB services can be used, in
a general sense, to help applications observe their timeliness (using the duration measurement service), execute
short real-time operations (with the timely execution service) or timely detect timing failures and react upon their
detection within given time bounds. We must therefore look
for QoS mechanisms that rely directly or indirectly on time,
which are the ones that might be improved using these services.
Of the QoS provision mechanisms, QoS mapping and
end-to-end reservation only perform logical operations and
do not need timeliness informations to achieve their goals.
Clearly, they are not eligible mechanisms for possible improvements. On the other hand, admission testing mechanisms need to compare available resources with requested
ones, and so may possibly use the TCB to have the knowledge of available resources, measured in terms of timeliness. Relatively to QoS control mechanisms, the one that
most clearly can use a TCB, in particular its duration mea-

surement service, is the closed loop ßow control mechanism. The basic idea is to use the information about distributed durations (relative to end-to-end transmission of
data) to derive conclusions about the correct control actions
to take. Finally, the QoS management mechanisms that deal
with observing the behavior of the environment (or lower
level services) can also use information about distributed
durations to measure the QoS level (in terms of timeliness)
that is being provided in a given moment.
The fundamental conclusion is that a TCB can essentially be used to improve the mechanisms that need information about the environment. This is clearly the case of
mechanisms such as the ßow control or the QoS monitoring, but can also be the case of other mechanisms, such as
the QoS maintenance, which by using the output of a possibly improved monitoring can also employ Þner grain techniques to achieve better results.

4.2 Improving QoS Mechanisms
We have just seen, at least intuitively, that a TCB can
eventually be useful to construct or improve any QoS mechanism that needs information about the environment. Since
this information is crucial, among other things, to take correct adaptation decisions, we argue that by using a framework which explicitly addresses the unpredictable nature
of the environment in terms of timeliness, it is possible to
adapt applications in a dependable manner, based on the
timely observation of the environment.
To demonstrate our point of view, and having in mind
that timeliness is the fundamental property in this context,
we take a constructive approach that consists in analyzing
why systems fail in the presence of uncertain timeliness,
and deriving sufÞcient conditions to solve the problems encountered, based on the behavior of applications and on the
properties of the TCB.
4.2.1 Effects of Timing Failures
We assume that an application is a computation in general
and that any application is deÞned by a set of safety and
timeliness properties  . In the absence of timing failures,
the system executes correctly. When timing failures occur,
it is generally assumed that the effect is unexpected delay.
However, we observe two additional effects, which produce
different pathologies in the system, by the way they affect
high-level system properties: decreased coverage and contamination. We deÞne and discuss below the effects that
are relevant for the current work. The effect of contamination is discussed in detail in [23].
Unexpected Delay
The immediate effect of timing failures is unexpected delay, deÞned as the violation of a timeliness property. That

can sometimes be accepted, if applications are prepared
to work correctly under increased delay expectations (e.g.
mission-critical or soft real-time systems).
Uncoverage
When we make assumptions about the prevention of timing failures, we have in mind a certain coverage, which is
the correspondence between system timeliness assumptions
and what the environment can guarantee. We deÞne assumed coverage  of a property  as the assumed probability of the property holding over an interval of reference.
This coverage is necessarily very high for hard real-time
systems, and maybe somewhat relaxed for any other realtime system, like mission-critical or soft real-time systems.
However, in an environment with uncertain timeliness, the
actual coverage varies during system life. Each time the environment conditions degrade to states worse than assumed,
the coverage incrementally decreases, that is, the probability of timing failure increases. On the other hand, if the
coverage is better than assumed, we are not taking full advantage from what the environment offers. This is a generic
problem for any class of system relying on the assumption/coverage binomial[20]: if coverage of failure mode assumptions does not stay stable, a fault-tolerant design based
on those assumptions will be impaired, because dependability properties, such as reliability, may be violated, or one
does not take full advantage of the system. A sufÞcient
condition for that not to happen, expressed by the Coverage
Stability property, consists in ensuring that coverage stays
close to the assumed value, over an interval of mission.
In [23] we have already presented formal proofs to show
that the TCB can help applications to secure coverage stability despite the uncertainty of the environment. In this paper we deal with more practical aspects, in particular with
the concrete applicability of the coverage stability property.
4.2.2 Enforcing Coverage Stability
The deÞnition of coverage stability for an application (instead of for a single property) simply consists in the expression of coverage stability for all timeliness properties
deÞned within the application. But not all applications can
beneÞt from this property.
A class that can indeed beneÞt is what we deÞne as the
Time-Elastic Class ( ) [23]. In practical terms,   applications are those whose bounds can be increased or decreased dynamically, such as QoS-driven applications. As
already mentioned, provided that correct mappings are used
to express application speciÞc QoS requirements as timeliness requirements, it is possible to include these applications in the   class and possibly enforce their coverage
stability.
Coverage stability is a useful property in the presence
of uncertain timeliness. It means that an application has

the guarantee that its timeliness properties will hold during
execution with a constant probability. The trade-off is that
they must be time-elastic, which means that they must allow
run-time adaptation of their timing parameters.
To explain how can a   application achieve coverage
stability under certain conditions, we must reason in terms
of the services provided by the TCB and of what can be
done with them. In this case, the relevant service is the duration measurement service that may provide the necessary
information to construct histograms of the distribution of
durations and thus gathering evidence about coverage.
Note that a timeliness property implies that a given action has always to be performed within certain time bounds.
Note also that the TCB is capable of observing those executions and measure their duration. Therefore, provided
that there is a minimum number  ¼ of observed durations,
 , representing the speciÞed duration bound,  (derived
from the timeliness property), it is possible to build a discrete probability distribution function  that represents
the actual distribution of the timing variable with an error
¼ [13]. This error depends on the measurement error
introduced by the TCB and on the error introduced by the
method used to build the  . With the  one can determine the probability     , such that being  the
actual probability of  ,       ¼

pdf(T)
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Figure 1. Example variation of distribution
   with the changing environment
In systems of uncertain timeliness, the  of a duration
varies with time. Therefore, if two distinct intervals of observation are considered, what can be observed is a shift
of the baseline  , as depicted in Figure 1, by curves 
and . Note that at this point we are not assuming any
particular distribution, and so the curves depicted in the Þgure merely represent any two possible  s. Although it is
enough to know that   remains bounded, one wishes to
keep the error   small in order to predict the probability
of any  accurately, even with periods of timeliness instability. To achieve this goal it is necessary to periodically rebuild the  that represents the actual distribution. One can
take the previous  ,   ½  , or at least a part of that
history (the most recent subset of values used to compute

 ), and the immediately subsequent  observed
durations, and compute a new     that reßects more ac-



½

curately the current system state and forces   to remain
bounded and small.
It may not be practical to recompute a new  after every observed duration since this may require too many computational resources without considerable beneÞts. However, if the value of  is set too high and if the environment presents large variations, the accuracy of    can
degrade and the error   will have to be higher. The adequate value of , as well as the history size, depends on
the behavior of the environment, and cannot be assigned an
optimal value by default. What may eventually be done is
the implementation of additional mechanisms to detect or
learn particular behaviors and adjust the critical values accordingly to them (see section 6).
Having described the general principle that allows a 
to be constructed with the help of a TCB service, we still
have to discuss how can this  be used to enforce the coverage stability property of a Time-Elastic application.
The basic idea is simple and relies on the assumption that QoS requirements may be speciÞed in terms of
bound,coverage pairs. This means that applications are
constructed assuming that each time bound holds with a
certain coverage. When the environment degrades, the only
way in which it is possible to maintain the coverage is to
assume a different bound. This is where the availability of
a  becomes useful, in particular for Time-Elastic applications which are able to change the bounds dynamically.
It allows to directly determine the new bound that has to be
used in order to maintain the coverage. In the example of
Þgure 1, when the environment changes and the new 
is obtained, the application maintains the degree of coverage by adapting the bound from   to  . Note that these
remarks are also true when the environment gets faster: the
bound should get back to its lower value as soon as possible.
A pertinent question that could be made at this point is
about the entity responsible for building the  : it could be
the TCB itself, or the application, or a middleware layer
speciÞcally designed for that purpose. We introduce the
QoS coverage service as the logic entity in the system responsible for handling the coverage related issues. This service is presented in the next section.

5 The QoS Coverage Service
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Figure 2. QoS extensions for the TCB.
tinguish three interfaces: the basic system interface, which
provides access to all system services, including those related with QoS provision, control and management; the
TCB interface that we mentioned in section 3; and the QoS
coverage service interface, which is presented below. The
payload part of the system includes everything except the
TCB, which constitutes the control part of the system. As
we will see, the QoS coverage service can reside in any of
these two parts.

5.1 Service Interface
We have designed an interface for the QoS coverage service that being as simple as possible yet allows the fundamental objective to be achieved. Since this objective consists in maintain the coverage of a given timeliness property,
the service has obviously to know, at least, the bound that
must be observed and its respective desired coverage. In the
interface functions presented in Table 2 these parameters are
represented, respectively, by bound and cov. Unchanged
API portions are printed in gray.
QoS Coverage

id  monDistr (bnd, cov, dev, c id, hdlr)
id  monLocal (bnd, cov, dev, f id, hdlr)
new bound  waitChange (id)

Timing Failure Detection (modiÞed functions)

id  send (c id, send ts, spec, handler)
id,deliv ts  receive (c id)
id,dur½ ,faulty½   durÒ ,faultyÒ  waitInfo(c id)

Duration Measurement (modiÞed functions)

In a general sense, the QoS coverage service can be described as providing to applications the ability of dependably decide how to adapt time bounds in order to maintain
a constant coverage level. Figure 2 illustrates the overall
aspect of a system with QoS oriented services and a TCB
extended with a QoS coverage service.
Applications are layered on top of the system, which provides a set of services through dedicated interfaces. We dis-

id  startMeasurement (start ts, f id)

Table 2. Extended and modiÞed API.
In the framework that we have deÞned so far, it is possible to identify two kinds of bounds. In fact, the nature
of the bounds associated to actions executed locally is different from the bounds that are imposed to actions exe-

cuted among distributed nodes. For instance, this difference is quite explicit in the way durations are measured
by the TCB. Because of that we have explicitly deÞned
two different functions to request a QoS coverage service:
monDistr is used to monitor the coverage of distributed
durations and monLocal is used for local durations.
The duration of a distributed action always includes the
delay for transmitting a message. Therefore, distributed
durations can be observed as a result from messages sent
through some communication channel using the modiÞed
send function presented in above table. The identiÞer of
the channel, c id, is necessary for the coverage service to
associate a given bound,coverage pair to messages transmitted through that channel. This c id parameter was
omitted on purpose in Table 1, but is now presented for
completeness reasons. Other irrelevant parameters (for the
service) are still omitted.
Similarly to distributed durations, which are associated
to communication channels, local durations are associated
to the execution of speciÞc functions or parts of the code.
Therefore, when requesting the QoS coverage service to
monitor the coverage of a local action it is necessary to provide some identiÞcation of that action. This is done through
the f id identiÞer. Naturally, this identiÞer has also to be
used when requesting the measurement of durations, so that
these measurements can be associated to speciÞc actions
(and their respective time bounds).
For the QoS coverage service to work properly it is necessary that it knows when to inform the application that
a bound needs to be adapted. It would be possible to let
the service provide information whenever a new  was
built, independently of the variation degree. But in the
case of applications that deÞne QoS levels and are able to
adapt among these levels, this would cause unnecessary performance degradation because for small variations nothing
would be done (yet an indication would be delivered to the
application). To prevent this situation, both interface functions contain the dev parameter. It is used to indicate the
deviation relative to the current bound that triggers the delivery of a QoS change indication to the application. With
this parameter it is possible to conÞgure the hysteresis of
the triggering of the indications.
The last parameter, hdlr, can be used to provide a handler for a function that should be executed whenever a QoS
change is detected. The utility of providing an handler is
highly determined by the timeliness properties that are enjoyed by the QoS coverage service, but this is discussed below. On return, both monitoring functions provide an identiÞer, id, for the observed duration.
Note that independently of whether an handler is provided or not, the service always sends an indication to the
application. In this interface we assume that the application
is responsible for consuming and processing all indications
sent by the QoS coverage service, using for that the wait-

Change function call. This function returns the most recent information concerning the duration identiÞed by id,
that is, it returns the bound that should be used in order to
keep the desired coverage.

5.2 Service Operation
The service collects information relative to durations,
builds the  , determines if it is necessary to inform the application of any considerable change and, Þnally, executes
the appropriate actions.
Gathering information about distributed durations is
done using the waitInfo function. Durations of local
actions are explicitly observed using the modiÞed duration measurement API function. The service keeps track
of a certain amount of observed durations for each channel (c id) and function (f id). How the  is actually
built depends on the particular implementation and on some
assumptions about the environment. Therefore, this is discussed in section 6. Having some representation of the  ,
the current (the last reported) bound and the maximum allowed deviation, the service can easily determine if the deviation has been exceeded whenever a new  is built. If
so, the new bound is recorded and reported to the application. If an handler has been speciÞed it will be executed
in the context of the QoS coverage service (whichever context this is). Whether the handler is timely executed or not
depends on the timeliness properties of the service.

5.3 Timeliness Issues
The QoS coverage service has been so far deÞned as a
service laying between the application and the TCB. But
the consequences of implementing it in the control part of
the system (inside the TCB) or in the payload part are quite
different and relevant.
If the QoS coverage service is implemented as an additional TCB service, then it will obviously beneÞt from
the fact that the TCB is a synchronous component. Every
operation will be executed within known time bounds, in
particular all those that are necessary for the detection of
QoS changes. This means that QoS change handlers will be
timely executed allowing timely reactions to QoS changes.
We say that a service with these characteristics allows for
real-time, dependable adaptation. The trade-off for having this real-time behavior is that more complexity is being added to the TCB, increasing the probability of timeliness violations within the TCB itself, and making the TCB
a “less synchronous” component than it was before. To decide whether it is worth implementing the QoS coverage
service inside the TCB depends on the application and on
the relative beneÞts that it could obtain by timely adapting
to QoS changes.

If implemented in the payload part of the system, the
QoS coverage service will behave according to the properties of the payload. This means that nothing can be assumed
with respect to its timeliness. However, since the information that is used to build the  is still obtained using TCB
services, it is possible to have certain guarantees about the
(logical) correctness of the results obtained using this information. For instance, it is possible to ensure that given
an interval of observation only the information relative to
this interval is used to construct the correspondent  . It is
also possible to ensure that all components of a distributed
application have the same view of the environment. This
is because the TCB delivers exactly the same information
about distributed durations to all participants to which this
information is relevant. The result is that applications can
dependably (but possibly not timely) make decisions based
on that information. The service allows for dependable
adaptation in response to changing conditions of the environment.
We have seen that it is possible to specify QoS adaptation handlers when issuing requests to the QoS coverage
service. However, the kind and complexity of the operations
that can be done by these handlers depends on the location
of the QoS coverage service. If the service is inside the
TCB, it will only allow simple operations to be executed in
order to preserve the timeliness of the TCB. There is a TCB
admission control layer that veriÞes the feasibility of the request. When the request is accepted the handler executes in
the context of the TCB, beneÞting from its synchrony properties. The practical implications of having two different
execution contexts, the application and the TCB one, depend on the concrete implementation. It is possible to employ speciÞc mechanisms to share parts of these contexts
and still preserve the temporal integrity of the TCB.

Awareness property, that is, the ability to know at a given
moment the coverage value associated to some bound. Note
that they still have to be constructed assuming that each time
bound holds with a certain coverage, which means that QoS
is still speciÞed in terms of bound,coverage pairs. With
coverage awareness these applications can employ speciÞc
adaptation procedures to handle coverage variations. For
instance, they can take actions as simple as reporting the
fact to the user or as complex as launching new application
replicas in response to coverage degradation periods.
To accommodate this coverage-elastic class of applications, in addition to the time-elastic class, the QoS coverage
service interface has to be slightly extended. The idea is
to have a service that operates in one of two modes: with
constant bounds or with constant coverage values. Therefore, the interface must allow for an operation mode to be
speciÞed and must be able to interpret the deviation parameter dev accordingly. On the other hand, depending on the
selected mode, the waitChange function must be able to
return either a new bound or a new coverage value.

6 Implementation Issues

5.4 Extending the Interface

The implementation of the QoS coverage service encompasses several issues, which can be discussed individually
according to their speciÞc functionalities. In this section
we discuss some of these issues, in particular those related
with the construction of the  , which we believe to be
more relevant for the reader.
From a practical point of view, to implement a QoS coverage service it is necessary to decide which concrete algorithms and values will be used. For instance, since a 
is built using a certain number of observed durations it is
necessary to decide which number will this be.
We propose a method to build  s and detect QoS
changes that relies on the following assumptions:

As already stated, we followed the principle of simplicity when proposing the interface for the QoS coverage service. Now we describe an important extension that can be
done in order to make the service more ßexible. We Þrst
recall the reader that the QoS coverage service was devised
with the main objective of keeping the coverage close to
the assumed value, with obvious repercussions in the proposed interface. We also recall that we have considered a
particular class of applications, the   class, containing applications with the ability to dynamically adapt their time
bounds. However, we could as well have considered another
class of applications, a coverage-elastic class ( ), which
includes applications that are able to withstand with variations of the assumed coverage values, keeping constant time
bounds. These applications do not have to enjoy the coverage stability property. Instead, with the help of an extended
QoS coverage service they can possibly enjoy a Coverage

Probabilistic behavior – We are observing the duration of
actions executed in the payload part of the system.
Generically, the payload part of the system can be of
any synchronism, which means that it might by synchronous, but also completely asynchronous. Consequently, there is nothing that formally limits the time
it takes for actions to be executed. However, we know
that when the environment is stable the execution time
of speciÞc actions usually follows some probabilistic
distribution. Therefore, arbitrary behaviours can be
disregarded. Nevertheless, since the execution conditions may vary, a certain probabilistic behaviour can
be suddenly affected and may be transformed into a
different probabilistic behaviour. This is why we assume that durations can follow any probabilistic distribution, and that it is not necessary to know which
distribution this is.

Recognition abilities – The ideal situation would be to
know the exact probability distribution associated to a
certain duration. We know that this distribution varies
and that it depends, among other factors, on the application behaviour and on the background execution
context. Therefore, it would eventually be possible to
apply additional run-time mechanisms in order to recognize at a given moment the probabilistic distribution
more closely suited to the observed durations. However, we assume that we do not have enough computational power to do that during the execution.
Regular execution – We have mentioned that coverage
should remain stable over an interval of mission. The
idea is to provide a service that is well dimensioned
for those intervals. We assume that applications have
a regular execution, which allows the clear identiÞcation of intervals of mission. We further assume that an
interval of mission contains a sufÞcient number of observable actions, required to construct a  . Coverage
assumptions cannot be guaranteed to hold for sporadic
actions.
Since we assume that the probabilistic distribution of durations in unknown, we will show that it is possible to determine bound,coverage pairs for a duration , using only
the expected value   and the variance   relative to
that duration. Then we will describe how to compute  
and  .
We use a known result of probability theory, the Onesided Inequality (for instance, see [2]), which states that for
any random variable with a Þnite expected value  
and a Þnite variance   we can bound the probability
that is higher than some value :
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This expression can be used to calculate an upper bound
for the probability of a time bound being violated. This
also corresponds to a lower bound for the coverage of the assumed bound . For an assumed minimum coverage   ,
one can Þnd the time bound that has to be used in order to
guarantee  :
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Obviously, if the objective is to keep constant bounds
and simply be aware of the maximum possible coverage for
a given bound (see Section 5.4), the expression to use has
to be:
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  and  
The values of   and   are estimated using a ÞEstimating

nite number of observed durations. The idea is simply to
have a set of measured durations and then obtain the average and the variance corresponding to that set. The size
of the set should be determined by the typical interval of
mission of the application which is using the service. Note
that intuitively it may seem a better approach to use as many
values as possible when estimating   and  , even
if they are outside the interval of mission. However, since
we assume that the environment (and consequently the distribution) may not remain stable, by using values observed
outside the interval of mission we may just be degrading the
accuracy of the estimated distribution.
Method accuracy

The accuracy of the proposed method is inßuenced by three
kinds of errors. In the Þrst place, the values used to estimate
  and   (provided by the duration measurement
service) have an associated error. Although this error is not
explicitly provided in the interface (the measured durations
are upper bounds), it would be possible to have a duration
measurement service returning measurement,error pairs
instead of simply measurement upper bound.
In the second place, there is the error associated with
the estimation of   and  . This error obviously
depends on the number of values used to obtain the estimation, which, as we have seen, should not be arbitrarily high
by including values observed outside a certain interval of
mission.
Finally, when using the proposed expressions derived
from the one-sided inequality, we are introducing an error
that depends on the “real” distribution corresponding to the
duration. Since we do not assume any particular distribution, the formulas provide pessimistic but secure bounds,
that in any case can compromise the system safety. Note
that by removing the second assumption presented above
(recognition abilities), it would become possible to consider
speciÞc distributions for the probabilistic behaviour of durations (e.g. exponential or normal) and avoid this last source
of errors.

7 Conclusions
We have presented a new approach for QoS adaptation,
developed in the context of the Timely Computing Base
(TCB) model. We addressed the problem of providing an
adequate framework and programming infrastructure to applications with QoS requirements (speciÞcally expressed in
terms of timeliness properties), running in unpredictable environments.

We introduced an innovative analysis of the effect of timing failures on application correctness. Besides the obvious effect of delay, we identiÞed a long-term effect, of decreased coverage of assumptions, and an instantaneous effect, of contamination of other properties. Even when delays are allowed, any of these effects can lead to undesirable
behavior of a system. We addressed from a practical perspective the effect of decreased coverage, and showed that
there is a class of applications, the time-elastic class, which,
with the help of the TCB, can dependably adapt and enjoy
the property of coverage stability. We presented the QoS
coverage service and discussed its synchrony properties. In
particular, we compared the properties of a TCB based and
a payload based QoS coverage service. We also discussed
possible modiÞcations to the interface in order to address
other classes of applications as, for instance, the coverageelastic class. Finally, a few important issues relative to the
concrete operation of the QoS coverage service have also
been discussed.
As future work we intend to extend our RT-Linux
TCB [9] with the ideas presented in this paper. The results
of this implementation will be reported in another paper.
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